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On War and Peace

An Interview of

Johan van der Dennen
by Peter LaFreniere

lohan van der Dennenwas bomin Eindhoven, The
Netherlands, in 1944 and studied behavioral
sciences at the University of Groningen. He is
currently a senior researcher in the Political
Science section of the Department of Legal
Theory, formerly the Peace Research Institute,
University of Groningen. He has published

extensively on the topic of human and animal
aggression, including intergroup competition in
primates and preindustrial, sexual violence,
theories of war causation, and ethnocentrism.
From 1990 to 2000 he was secretary of the
EuropoenSociobiological Society and editor of its
newsletter, and he is currently Vice-President
and President-Elect of ISHE. In 1995 he
published The Origin of War: The Evolution of a
Male-Coalitional ReprOductive Strategy, a two
volume work spanning a twenty year period of
research.

PL: lohan, let's begin with some background m
your early years, yourtraining and the ideas and
people that influenced you in your own
development. Can you give us somebackground?

JVDD: I was born in Eindhoven, in the south of
the Netherlands. As a youth I never had the
aspiration to be a scientist; I wanted to be a
writer or an artist. I enjoyed (or suffered?) a
classic education (a school type we call, oddly
enough, a gymnasium) and then I had the
opportunity to study in Groningen but I didn't
knowwhat to do wi th my studies.

PL: What year did you come to Groningen?

JVDD: I carne in 1964. It was a very small town
and you could just walk into lectures. I did
psychology, philosophy, sociology and medicine
for a couple of years, and then ethology and
biology; just sampling. It took someyears before I
found my niche and then I had the opportunity to
become a student assistant at the Polemological
Institute (or 'Peace Research' Institute as it is
knowninEnglish) of the University of Groningen,
during the years of the Vietnam war. Peace
research was my major topic. The Institute then
was just10 to 12 people studying the causes of war
and the conditions of peace. I was more or less
sucked in. I was supposed to study aggression,
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violence, war, and things like that, at a very
fundamental level involving a review of the
basic literature. And the literature at that time
was not much more tban Frustration-Aggression
Theory and some ideas of Bandura on Social
Learning and that was about it.
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PL: Right, I remember those days myself.

JVDD: But then I came into contact with the
biological literature especially Jane Goodall,
Richard Wrangham and many others, and that
was the decisive turning point in my thinking
about aggression and violence. And I had a very
good ethology teacher with Gerard Baerends; he
is rather famous for the Dutch ethology school.
And Jan van Hooff, who was the teacher of Frans
de Waal and Otto Adang, and who is also a
famous primatologist, and who is also a good
friend of mine. And the well-known 'animal
psychologist' Adriaan I<ortIandt. These were
very important people for me I think.

PL: This was the Zeitgeist that was created in
late 60's and the early 70's as people began to be
interested in formally studying primates and
understanding the complexity of their societies
and the possibility of aggression and prototypes
of war in primates. Now, you've been a member
of the European Sociobiological Society for many
years, when did you become affiliated with ESS.

JVDD: Yes, I was one of the first. 1 was at the
meeting when ESS was founded. Vincent Falger,
Jan Wind and myself were always the core
members of ESS.

PL: Jan Wind, I believe, has had a special
influence on you?

JVDD: Yes, he was somebody who always
encouraged to write my book on the origin of
war and was one of my principal readers. He was
also at my promotion, though he was a very sick
man at that time ilnd died a couple of months
later. He always had a very special influence on
me; I regarded him as a kind of tutor. If I had
questions I sought him out, and he always called
Ire if he had problems with his Wordperfect
program. If I had questions about evolution or
was looking for some name I forgot he was
always willing tD help.

PL: This is a typical relation one sees. I visited
Andechs last month and saw this kind of relation
between Frank Salter and Irenaus Eibl-
Eibesfeldt. Exactly this, so Frank handles the
latest technological wizardry but relies on Eibl
for the background and the historical and
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theoretical knowledge that he has acquired. It
is a good relationship. We say mentor in
English. Would he be one of your most important
mentors then?

JVDD: Yes. In the flesh, but I have many other
mentors, but only from books, such as Eibl, whom
you just mentioned, one of the founders of human
ethology - I met Eibl personally much later.

PL: So the project that lead to your 1995 book
"Origin of War" began early on. This book had a
long incubation period.

JVDD: Yes, about 20 years.

PL: 20 years! That's often the case I think. Now,
I understand you're moving forward with new
work on the same topic "Evolutionary
Perspectives on the Origin of Warfare", and
looking at some of the peculiar forms that human
aggression can take, including things like ethnic
cleansing and genocide. This is a very
controversial topic, one which is almost
unexplored. You have been teaching a course m
it, I understand, and have developed a literature
review and are moving forward with a book
project. Can you tell us something about tha t
project?

JVDD: Yes, I just started to review the literature
rn genocide and war atrocities. Originally this
was as a kind of service for my students but it has
grown beyond this and I'm now trying to integrate
it with commentaries from several people to
whom I sent the manuscript in order to make i t
into a book eventually. What I did was try to
analyze the mechanisms which enabled people
to slaughter each other, for instance
dehumanization. That's the central mechanism,
and all the other steps, some 20 to 30
psychological mechanisms which make it
possible. The central concept is dehumanization
and why we are able to dehumanize, and why
chimps are able to "dechimpize" each other and
so on. In the last chapter of the book I discuss the
evolutionary backgrounds of in-group/out-group
phenomena and ethnocentrism and groupism in
general and review the social-psychological
literature on small group research and also try to
give a review rn the literature rn in-group/out-
group behavior in primates and animals in
general, especially social living animals and
group territorial animals. I think we are not an
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isolated species regarding in-group/out-group
mechanisms. So the basics of belonging, a kind of
consciousness of belonging, and group antagonism
are very much correlated I think. It's like a love
relationship which is by definition exclusive: if
you love one you exclude all the others.

PL: Yes, so you cannot have an out-group without
an in-group. We humans value community, we
value belonging and feeling a part of a group.
Does this necessarily imply out-group tension?

JVDD: Not logically, there is another
possibility, simply indifference. Most people in
the Netherlands are quite indifferent towards
what happens in Africa for instance, but we are
not antagonistic.

PL: Right. This is also true in the United States.
We are sometimes viewed by Europeans as
isolationists and at different points in our
history we were isolationists. For example, it
took us a long time to get involved in World War
II. After Pearl Harbor there was ro choice. But
there was a reluctance to move out of the
peaceful isolationism that the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans provided us. Today as well, the
events that take place on the far side of the
globe, which can be horrible, do not have the
impact of events that take place closer to home
in an emotional sense. This seems to be true of
humans the world over. We pay more attention
to things that are directly connected to our daily
lives, in terms of our emotional reactions. We've
seen recently, since World War II, too many
instances of ethnic cleansing and partial
genocide, if not complete, where there is a
concerted effort to eliminate a group. Thus, the
goals and gains of war are not so much the
material benefits, as eliminating an opposing
group. Do you think this behavior has any
foundations in our primate heritage?

JVDD: Yes and no. Yes, because there are many
primate groups who manifest group antagonism; I
have identified 40 or 50 species of such primate
groups. And social carnivores are also very
exclusive territorial groups who combat each
other. But because we also have aspects which
are quite novel because we are a very peculiar
species, that is, we have unique features. And
this is one: our ability to eliminate other groups.
Chimps do it, but unfortunately, we are better at
it. We have the knowledge and technology to
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eliminate a whole people as an ethnic group. But
the basic psychology that makes it possible is
very old.

PL: The argument has been made that
technology can remove the individual from the
actual experience of atrocity. This distancing
creates a danger because of the removal of
inhibitions toward aggression, the so-called
"push button warfare" that we saw in the
Persian Gulf, for example, remote, technological,
computerized attack. This kind of warfare is
unlike animal aggression in that it removes the
individual from any face-to-face encounter,
where presumably inhibition mechanisms
function in limiting animal aggression. So one of
the romrnm themes of animal aggression is that
it is rarely lethal between conspecifics. There is
much posturing, signaling, and symbolic attack
or threat but without the lethal conclusion. Here
in the human case, as you pointed out, there are
radical differences, one of them being
technology. Does this create special dangers for
human interaction in your view?

JVDD: There are two types of distances. (Johan
reaches for a book: Psychological Cost of
Learning to Kill in War and Society by Lt.
Colonel David Grossman). In this book Grossman
shows rather convincingly that the closer you are
to your enemy, the more inhibition there is for
you to kill him. The more you are distant in space
the easier it is to kill. Besides physical distance,
we also have psychological distancing devices.
Through dehumanization one can distance
oneself from other human beings. If it is not
human this allows one to kill it like an insect. I
think these psychological distancing devices are
much more important, ultimately, than the
physical.

PL: From understanding some of these
mechanisms that promote inter-group conflict can
we better understand some of the mechanisms for
preventing inter-group conflict? What would be
some of your ideas regarding preventing war?

JVDD: Sighs, after a long pause.

PL: Tough question!

JVVD: Yes, tough question. I have recently
published a paper on the politics of peace in
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preliterate societies, but it is quite a different
topic than modern industrial societies.

PL: I read this article and I remember one aspect
was about exogamy to neighboring tribes who are
trading family members. It is much more
difficult to make war on a group that contains
some of your own offspring. So in this sense this
might be one mechanism that would tend to
establish more peaceful means of conflict
resolution even when conflicts arise ... by
humanization. So if we say that conditions for
warfare can be created through dehumanization,
it follows that understanding an out-group in
terms of its family structure, in terms of its
games, in terms of the more pleasant aspects of
their human existence that calls into attention
similarities and not differences, communalities
and universalities. Would you consider that to
be a mechanism that would help promote peace
or counter a movement toward more war?

JVOO: Exogamy is not necessarily a factor for
peace. For example, New Guinea tribes who
practice exogamy are almost perpetually at war
with each other. But I think it tends to have a
dampening effect on the decisions to make war.

PL: Do the New Guinea tribes inflict large
numbers of casualties on each other?

JVOD: Most of these tribes have two kinds of
warfare, raids and battles. The films we see
depict the often highly ritualized battles which
generally have few casualties, but the raids are
usually much more lethal, - sometimes whole
settlements are wiped out- but you don't see this
on film.

PL: What would be some of the factors t hat
determine when a raid takes place? Is j t
generally for revenge?

JVOO: Yes, that's the most proximate cause.

PL: We have seen recently in Kosovo that
revenge can be based on an historical context
dating back 500 hundred years or more.
Nationalism with its use of emotional symbols
and the recollection of historical events can
generate a climate for hostility. Is nationalism
one of the primary causes of war in your view?
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JVDD: No, it can't be. People have been
obliterating each other long before nationalism
ever existed. Nationalism is just one more
manifestation of the older out-group hostili ty
and ethnocentrism.

PL: The reason I mention nationalism is that this
seems to be a factor in making genocide more
likely, and more lethal.

JVDD: The formation of the state may facilitate
genocide but it is not a necessary condition. You
can find genocide in the Bible.

PL: So genocide has been going on a lot longer
than the 20th century.

JVVD: Yes, and even now modem weapons are not
necessary as one could see in Rwanda.

PL: It would seem that if genocide were a
recurring theme throughout human history, then
this forces us to consider the possibility of group
selection. Would you agree?

JVVD: Yes, I guess I would.

PL: Ernst Mayr liked to point out we're not
selecting for, we're selecting against. If genocide
has played a major role in terms of who survives
than we can make a case for group selection based
on the historical record.

JVVD: In contrast to instrumental warfare,
genocidal war is peculiar is several ways. Why
spend a lot of time, energy and resources m
eliminating a whole people? Why would anyone
do that?

PL: Are you implying that genocide is irrational?

JVVD: No, it has a rationality of its own. Of
course there may be different types of genocide.
One basic distinction I think is valid is between
ideological and pragmatic types of genocide. An
example of the former is the holocaust during the
second world war, while the latter may be
illustrated by the continuing elimination of
native groups in South America by more
technologically advanced societies. This is not
as clearly organized or premeditated - it just
happens.
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PL: We have mentioned revenge as a primary
cause of inter-group conflict and hostility. In your
ongoing work on genocide, does this motive
provide a kind of rationale?

JVVD: In examining the origins of genocide in
history, prehistory and even possibly in
different species, a lot of capabilities are
necessary to show this odd kind of behavior. For
instance, long term memory.

PL: Yes, clearly advanced cognitive factors are
involved.

JVDD: In most primate societies there is no
revenge. When the fighting stops between two
individuals, an hour later they are once again
the best of friends. There is no "burning" passion
for revenge. In contrast, revenge in humans is
evident. People are able to interiorize their
enemies and become obsessed with "getting
even".

PL: Yes, distressed relationships require a
certain psychology. Individuals or groups may
become locked in conflict, fed by hostile
attributional processes, and there is no easy way
out with retaliation and fear of retaliation, even
when no aggression is taking place. It reminds me
of an axiom in Axelrod's computer study of
cooperation. The winning program, "Tit for Tat"
called for swift retaliation, but equally swift
reconciliation and cooperation. Of course
computers are not human, and in conflicted
human affairs even when one group has had
enough it may be very difficult to regain a
cooperative relationship. Hence long
negotiations are required. This seems to be more
peculiarly human, than comparative.

JWD: You find it in chimpanzees too, especially
females. They have a tendency to be vengeful as
well. I think what is required is a lot of
cognitive and emotional mechanisms too.

PL: In concluding, I can see from our previous
conversations that you are not solely interested
in warfare as a thinker, and you have tried your
hand in the arts as well.

JVDD: I'm idealistic, my ideal is to be
something like a renaissance man, a "Homo
universalis" it's an old ideal, and somewhat
unrealistic these days, but everyone should have
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an ideal. I'm interested in everything regarding
evolution, animal life, where all these
behavioral systems come from and why.

PL: In reflecting on human ethology, I think of it
as an interdisciplinary enterprise. I think you
would agree, you seem to have the brea<;ith in
your thinking that complex phenomenon requite.
One needs to think fluidly across disciplinary
boundaries and work 00 several levels of
analysis.

JVDD: Yes, but people seem to have a kind of
need to pigeonhole you. And I always have to
say, "no, I'm not ol)1y a psychologist", "no, I'm
not only an ethologist", "no, I'm not a only
sociobiologist". I'm none and all of these.

PL: Ah, but we must pigeonhole you for the
Human Ethology Bulletin, we must put you in a
category, and you must go into one only!
(Laughing). So Johan van der Dennen what
category can we put you in? Human Ethologist?

JVDD: Yes, that's basically what we are doing.
And we all generally agree about the basic
evolutionary background, and how organisms
function. but the details are still unclear. But the
broad canvas, I think we can all agree on that.
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Reminder to ISHE Members:

Please take a minute to check your mailing label
and renew now, if necessary, in time for the next
Bulletin of 2001. If you have recently renewed,
but have not received back issues, you will be
credited with a full calendar year of
membership. Any back issues may be obtained by
sending a check for $5.00 to the Treasurer for
each back issue requested. Membership in the
International Society for Human Ethology is still
just $25.00/yr or $60.00 for 3 years, but will be
going up later this year, so renew now! You may
pay by cash, check, or by a fax or e-mail memo
authorizing the ISHE Treasurer to charge your
VISA or Eurocard a specific amount plus your
credit card numherand expiration date. You may
also renew your ISHE membership by mailing
the form on the back of this bulletin with your
payment to:

Don LeCroy
ISHE Treasurer
PO Box 418
Nyack, N.Y. 10960 USA

Fax: 845 358 8069
E-Mail: DonLeCroy@aol.com

Amongother things we h ave planned in 2001 is a
special issue reviewing a numherof new textbooks
onevolution and human behavior. Don't miss i t!
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Psychology: An evolutionary approach. NJ:
Prentice Hall.
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Halpern, D. (2000). Sex Differences in Cognitive

Abilities. NY: Lawrence Edbaurn
LaFreniere, P.I. (2000). Emotional Development:

A Biosocial Perspective. Belmont, CA:
Wadsworth/ITP.

Mealey, L. (2000). Sex differences: Develop-
mental and evolutionary strategies. San
Diego: Academic Press.

Pope, G. (2000). Biological Basis of Human
Behavior. Boston: Allyn & Bacon:.

Weisfeld, G. (1999). Evolutionary Principles of
Human Adolescence. NY: Basic Books.
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Announcements

HBES 2001 Conference
London, England June 13-17

Call for Papers

The Programme Committee encourages submission
of proposals for symposia, individual
papers/posters and competitions for the HBES
2001 conference. All proposed papers and posters
should be submitted in the form of abstracts. The
deadline for all abstracts (symposia, individual
papers and posters) is March 31. Instructions for
submitting these abstracts are given below.

Paper Proposals

Individuals are limited to one first-authored
paper or poster. Spoken presentations will be 15
minutes long, with 5 additional minutes for
questions.

Poster Proposals

Posters (presented June 14, evening) must fi t
within a 4' x 4' area. The poster judged best will
be awarded a generous prize
(roughly £3(0) at the meeting (all posters are
automatically entered in the competition).

Symposium Proposals

Individuals may propose symposia or panel
discussions for the conference. The proposer/
organizer of the symposium must send in a session
abstract (listing the names of proposed
individual contributors, a brief synopsis of their
contribution, together with a brief rationale for
the session as a whole), preferably before the
general deadline for abstracts (March 31st).
Symposia. should consist of a set of 4 talks
maximum (of 20 minutes each) on a particular
topic. Each person participating in the session
(including the symposium organizer, if he or she
is proposing a paper) should submit their paper
abstract individually in the usual manner (by
the March 31st deadline). (That could mean two
submissions for the symposium organizer!) The
accepted abstracts of individual authors will be
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assigned to appropriate sessions by the
Programme Committee.

New Investigator and Postdoctoral Awards

To be eligible for the New Investigator
Competition Award, you must enter before or
during the calendar year in which you receive a
Ph.D. or other post graduate degree. To be
eligible for the Post Doctoral Competition
Award, you must within 5 years of
completing your Ph.D. or equivalent professional
degree. Additionally, in order to enter these
competitions you must: (a) never have won the
competition before (although you may compete
more than once), (b) be the sole author of the
paper, and (c) submit, in addition to your
abstract, a written version of your paper of ro
longer than 5,000 words, including captions and
references. The deadline for papers is May 10
(your abstract is still due March 31st, however).
Papers submitted for publication may be
included in the competitions. The written version
of the competition paper should preferably be
sent by email (in one of the formats prescribed
below for abstract submissions) to:
hbes2001@ucl.ac.uk. As a last resort only, a hard
copy can be send to the Department of
Anthropology, University College London,
Gower Street, London, WClE 6BT, England, Attn:
HBES 2001. The prizes are generous (roughly
£300), so it is worthwhile entering!

How to Send in your Proposal

The text of an abstract should not exceed 250
words. Send your submission by one of the
following modes, listed in order of preference:

(1) as a Word document attached to an email
message
(2) as a Rich Text Format document attached to
an email message
(3) as plain (ASCII) text included in the body of
an email message.

Your submission should be directed to the
following email address:

hbes200l@ucl.ac.uk

If you do not have email, you can sendalso send a
FAX(+44) 01902 828598. However, please use this
option only as a last resort!
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CALL FOR PAPERS - EED
SPECIAL TOPIC ISSUE

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON

SOCIAL ADAPTATION IN EARLY

CHILDHOOD

An important area of research over the past
twenty years has involved defining and
measuring the somewhat elusive construct of
social competence. From a developmental
perspective researchers have used a wide array
of assessment techniques to measure it a t
different ages. Some consensus has been achieved
at a general level, and most definitions reflect
the idea that the socially competent individual
is a well-adjusted, successful member of the
social groups that are vital for his or her
adaptation. However, the construct continues to
defy precise and universal operational
defini tion, in part because of the changing
developmental context of social adaptation as
new cognitive and social skills emerge, and in
part because one cannot assume that the values
and social norms of the various groups to which
different children adapt are equivalent. This
aspect is particularly apparent when applying
the concept in diverse cultural contexts.

Our goal in this Special Issue is to address this
cultural aspect of social competence by inviting a
wide-ranging discussion of cultural differences
and universals in the period of early childhood
that includes, but is not limited to/ the following
topics:

1) the socialization goals and values of preschool
teachers,
2) the normative development of children/s
social competence,
3) individual differences in social competence:
origins and significance,
4) the frequency and type of adaptation problems
experienced by preschoolers.

The Special Issue will include a collection of
articles ranging between 25 and 40 manuscript
pages. We welcome theoretical discussions and
empirical studies using both qualitative and
quantitative methods. Priority will be given to
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studies that examine the topic in understudied
cultural groups in the U.S. and abroad, or cross-
cultural studies that explicitly examine culture
as a variable. All submissions will follow the
Journal's blind review process. The Special Issue
Editor and Journal Editor will make a II
acceptance decisions. Accepted manuscripts not
included in the Special Issue because of space
limitations will published in a future issue of the
journal.

Five copies of the manuscript should be
submitted and marked "Special Issue: Cultural
Perspectives on Social Competence". Submissions
should be sent to:
Richard R. Abidin, Editor
Early Education and Development
Special Issue: Cultural Perspectives
405 Emmet Street
147 Ruffner Hall
Charlottesville, VA 22903-2495

Manuscripts are due June 1st/20m. Projected
publication date is the January, 2002 issue of
Early 'Education and Development.

For additional information contact:
Peter LaFreniere, Ph.D.
EED Special Issue Editor
Department of Psychology
362 Li ttle Hall
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469

(phone: 207-581-2044)
(e-mail: peterlaf@maine.edu)
(fax: 207-581-6128)

Jean-Marie Delwart Award 2000

The $10.000 Award of the Jean-Marie Delwart
in Chemical Communication was given to Dr.
Bill S. Hansson, Professor at the Department of
Ecology of Lund University, Sweden for his work
on neurophysiological aspects of Insect Chemical
Communication with special emphasis 00
correlations between neural functions and
behaviour as well as central nervous processing of
neurochemicals and the structure and function of
olfactory glomeruli in Insects. This Award was
presented during the Annual Session of the
AcadEmie Royale des Sciences de Belgique,
Bruxelles, on December16th / 2000.
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XXVII International
Ethological Conference
August 22-29, 2001

Eberhard-Karls-Universitat
Tiibingen, Gennany
International Council of Ethologists
Ethologische Gesellschaft e.V.

2001 Deadlines:

Feb 28 Submission of Abstracts;
Budget Registration;
Financial Aid Application

April 30 Notification about acceptance
and allocation of contribution
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AWARD OF THE YEAR 2001

ETHOLOGY and
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

The Jean-Marie Delwart Foundation will award
in 2001 a Prize for an original work or series of
works, individual or collective, realized in the
joint perspective of Ethology and Cultural
Anthropology.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Alas, Poor Darwin:
Arguments Against

Evolutionary Psychology

Edited by Hilary Rose and Steven Rose. NY:
Hannony Books, 2000, $25.00 (hdbk.), 400p.
ISBN: 0609-605135

Reviewed by David P. Schmitt, Department of
Psychology, Bradley University, Peoria, IL
61625, USA.

There are several scientific disciplines,
including human ethology, behavioral ecology,
and physical anthropology, that apply
Darwin's theory of natural selection and the
principles of biological adaptation to human
behavior. Within the last decade, many of the
scholars within these areas have begun to refer
to the application of evolutionary principles to
human behavior more generally as "evolutionary
psychology." This may be, in part, because
Darwinian thinking about human behavior is
becomingone of the great perspectives on human
existence, potentially reaching the level of
Freudian and behaviorist views of human
psychology. Alas, Poor Darwin is presumed by
its editors to present the leading critics and
criticisms of this new Darwinian paradigm of
psychological science.

I came to this edited volume filled with grea t
anticipation. I teach a course on evolution and
human behavior in a university setting. Students
typically corre into the course with many
misconceptions concerning the links among genes,
development, and behavior. These
misconceptions usually stem from overly
simplistic and sometimes uncritical
understandings of what has come to be called
evolutionary psychology: No, genes do not lead
directly to complex behavior; yes, genes can
indirectly influence behavior in all animals,
including humans; no, people are not consciously
driven simply to outlast and out-reproduce their
neighbors; yes, evolutionary hypotheses can be
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subject to empirical confirmation; no, adaptations
are not completely optimal designs.
What I eagerly anticipated from this volume
was to be able to add other solid criticisms of the
evolutionary psychology perspective to my
pedagogical tool-kit. For example, I find tha t
when I present Gould's views on adaptation
constraints and punctuated equilibrium (as
discussed in this volume, see Ch. 5), students
quickly realize that adaptations are unlikely to
possess neat-and-tidy optimal design.
Unfortunately, I came away from this book
largely disappointed, with few serious
contributions to my pedagogical tool-kit.

The basic outline of this text is compelling. In
the early chapters, authors ranging from an
architect to a geneticist spotlight what they
consider to be disturbing tendencies among
evolutionary psychologists, such as a tendency of
evolutionists to insist that they are right,
whereas others must be wrong. Some of my
. colleagues have accused rre of this when, for
example, I insist that their theories of mind must
at lea£t be consistent with what we know about
evolutionary biology if they are to stand a good
chance of ultimately being correct. The early
chapters also take on what is portrayed as the
"delusional" views of particular evolutionary
theorists, such as Wilson's notion of Consilience,
Dawkins' emphasis on the selfish gene, and the
growing use by many theorists of the meme
concept. Daniel Dennett and Steven Pinker seem
to take on the brunt of the critical assaults
throughout the text. Stephen J. Gould devotes
most of his chapter to rebuffing some of Daniel
Dennett's (1995) specific attacks, and continues to
insist that human culture is beyond Darwinian
explanation, while most human universals are
probably spandrels. Hilary Rose, one of the
volume's editors, provides an engaging account of
Darwin's reading material before writing The

of Species (1959), and then moves through
Spencer, Marx, and the history of the London
School of Economics, after which she takes rn
Tooby and Cosmides' classic portrayal of the
Standard Social Science Model, and critically
evaluates Daly and Wilson's famous work on the
Cinderella effect.

The middle chapters address the issue of
modularity, arguing that evolutionary
psychologists are overly nativistic in their
metaphor of the human mind as a Swiss Army
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knife of various instinct-like adaptations, and
that evolutionary psychologists pay too Ii ttle
attention to ontogenetic processes that are
necessary for the development of domain-
specificity within the human mind. Chapter's
10 and 11 highlight and discuss problems wi th
the way evolutionary psychologists explore
differences between people. The final chapters
address the recurring issue of level of analysis,
with a resolute rejection of evolutionary
psychology's "colonizing" attempts to explain
culture and meaning in people's lives. Most of
the chapters provide a well-grounded
sociohistorical context for the issues tha tare
discussed, and equally appealing are detailed
reviews of original works and letters by Darwin,
Wallace, Marx, Wilson, and Dawkins, among
others.

So, why my overall disappointment? The
main disappointments I have with virtually all
of the chapters are two-fold. First, evolutionary
psychology is portrayed throughout the book in
overly simplistic terms. This is, of course,
somewhat to be expected. To take down a entire
paradigm, it is often best to start with its
earliest work and in this case much of the
founding scholarship of both sociobiology and
evolutionary psychology was, in hindsight,
rather simplistic. In a book of this size and with
the quality of the authors at hand, though, I
expected a penetrating evaluation of more than
the caricature of evolutionary psychology that is
roundly criticized here. For instance,
evolutionary psychology was repeatedly
appraised as biologically reductionistic and
untestable, nothing more than a series of
speculative just-so stories. Issues of reductionism
and testability are very important, and some of
the authors do a fine ph of noting the difficul ty
of testing evolutionary hypotheses. However,
these issues have been addressed with much
more sincerity and sophistication by
evolutionary psychologists than is evident in the
criticisms in this volume. I urge the concerned
reader to consult more enlightening discussions of
these issues in other locations (e.g., Bock &
Cardew, 1997; Ketelaar & Ellis, 2(00).

The second central disappointment I felt
toward this volume was more troubling. The
spedfic examples of evolutionary psychology
that are invoked throughout the text, examples
that are decried as overly naive and culturally
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pernicious, are presented in what seems to be a
biased manner, often with selective depictions of
the state of evidence. In some cases they are
complete misreadings of the original works. To
take an example with which I am quite
familiar, Fausto-Sterling discusses in Chapter 10
the androcentric bias present throughout the
history of Darwinism, a point well-taken among
modern evolutionary psychologists. But then she
lambastes evolutionary psychology, as do many
of the volume's authors, for claiming that wen
are more promiscuous and less restrained when
choosing their mates. AIn:>ng
psychology academics, this oversimplified
depiction of the psychology of sex differences in
human mating has not been put forth for many
years. In fact, starting in the early 1990's with
the work of Doug Kenrick, Steven Gangestad, and
Jeff Simpson, among others, evolutionists from
almost all quarters have strongly argued for
emphasizing theory and research on differences
within as well as between ITfil and women in
promiscuity and unrestrained sexuality. Even
the most cursory review of the literature on this
topic within the past 5 years would show that
current evolutionary psychology is focused m
mens and women's short-term and long-term
sexual strategies. All women are no longer
viewed as simply "coy" and all men are no longer
viewed as simply "cads." Instead, modern
evolutionary psychologists such as Belsky
(1999), Ellis et a1. (1999), Gangestad and Simpson
(in press), Kenrick et a1. (1994), and Kirkpatrick
(1998) have been examining the adaptive
backdrop for mating variation both between and
within the sexes.

Another recurring feature of this edited
volume is that the contributors consistently
portray evolutionary hypotheses as statements
of fact that are really untrue and must be refuted
as matter of intellectual honesty. Fausto-
Sterling, for example, asserts that Buss (1994)
claims that women prefer men with resources,
and notes there are typically four standards used
by evolutionary biologists for evaluating such a
claim. In brief, do the data fit the hypothesis,
are there better alternate explanations, are
there objective behaviors that confirm
questionnaire answers, and is such a preference
related to fitness? Fausto-Sterling states that
"only the first of the four criteria has been
reasonably met" (p. 217). It is true that many
evolutionary psychologists have documented
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that women seem to prefer men with resource-
related attributes (see Ellis, 1992). In the context
of what we know about women's mate
preferences, to state that the other three criteria
have not been met is puzzling. For example,
many alternate explanations of this finding
have been ruled out (e.g., Townsend & Levy,
1990), objective behavioral. data such as actual
marital patterns match this preference (e.g.,
Elder, 1969), and preferences for resource-related
attributes seem likely to lead to fitness in
foraging societies (Kaplan. & Hill, 1985).
Astonishingly, all of the teferences mentioned
above are cited in the original Buss (1994) text in
support of this mate preference adaptation.. Of
course, this evidence does not lead to the
irrefutable ronclusion that such an adaptation
assuredly exists within women. We need to
continue to critically evaluate evidence of
special design in this preference, such as
developmental manifestations of the preference,
cross-species perspectives, cross-cultural
analyses, computer modeling of the preference,
and paleontological evidence. Ultimately the
genetic and neurological .substrates of such an
adaptation need to.be fully outlined. The point
is that the broad psychological literature in
support ofthis evolutionary hypothesis is vast.
As with. many of the authors of this text, key
research findings are routinely neglected when
making criticisms of specific' evolutionary
theorists and their hypotheses.

Perhaps evolutionary psychologists fall prey
to this tendency as well. Many of the
contributors note that most evolutionary
psychology hypotheses about human
adaptations are stated with very Ii ttle
foundation from anthropology, biology, and
paleontology. Certainly, much less of a
foundation is provided than is usually given by
evolutionary biologists testing for adaptations in
non-human animals. Perhaps this criticism will
sourd a warning among evolutionary
psychologists to improve their evolutionary
hypothesizing, in both disciplinary breadth and
intellectual depth. Doing so would certainly
address many of the critics and criticisms levied
in Alas, Poor Darwin.

Each of the contributors of this volume have
made arguments against some facet of
evolutionary psychology. Some arguments are
more successful than others. Overall, the quality
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of the prose is good. In my opinion, however,
much of the substance of the book means I cannot
recommend it for the evolutionary scholar's
bookshelf.
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The Cannibal Within
By Lewis Petrinovich. Aldine de Gruyter (200
Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne, NY 10532),
2000, 232 p. ISBN: 0-202-02048-7 (pbk., $21.95).

Reviewed by W.e. McGrew, Anthropology and
Zoology, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056,
USA.

If ever a topic needed human ethology, it must
be human cannibalism! For what other topic is
there such powerful imagery and sustained
controversy, yet so few data? "Strong
observational methods" is what the author, a
retired University of California psychologist,
calls for in this provocative, synthetic book.
Petrinovich's goal is "to develop and defend the
thesis that human cannibalism has been
widespread .oo and that this ubiquitous behavior
can be oo. viewed through an evolutionary lens"
(p. 19). Thus the overall viewpoint is
advocative (perhaps even polemical) but is
meant to be based on scientific analysis.
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Many readers may find this aim
unexceptional, but wi thin anthropology the
phenomenon of anthropophagy is considered
dubious. (Cannibalism by other species is weII-
documented, Elgar & Crespi, 1992.) The most
extreme case opposing its very existence was
presented by William Arens (1979), who
systematically debunked all the classic cases of
normative cannibalism, from Aztec to Zande, as
being calumnies. To varying degrees, Aren's view
of cannibalism as Western-inspired myth
persists in socio-eultural anthropology.
Petrinovich strongly disagrees.
However, the phenomenon of cannibalism is

not monolithic. There are at least 6 types:
gastronomic, medicinal, mortuary, political,
sacrificial, or survival. Each of these can be (a t
least in principle) exo- (eating outsiders) or endo-
(eating community or family members). There is
even auto- which is eating part of oneself! And,
lest the Western reader be dismissive, how many
of us have partaken of the Eucharist? Which is
yet another type, symbolic.

Petrinovich says that cannibalism is not an
aberrance exhibited psychopathologically (a I a
Hannibal Lector) or sociopathologically, but
instead "is a universal adaptive strategy that is
evolutionarily sound." However, all his
supporting evidence with regard to fitness
payoffs is indirect. There is a common sequence in
survival cannibalism from shipwrecks to
snowbound settlers: Eat animals first, then dead
outsiders (e.g., other races), non-kin, distant kin,
and finally close family members. Scavenge from
natural victims as long as possible, but in
extremis kill companions for food, and then only
after a random lottery. These predictable
patterns are widespread, from the Andean plane
crash to the famous Donner Party of pioneers. In
the latter case, the data on survivorship are
well analyzed, as are some on reproductive
success; e.g., larger families fared better than did
smaller ones.

Petrinovich disclaims expertise in
anthropology, which weakens his cross-cultural
assault upon Arens and his ilk. In many cases,
Petrinovich relies on the same secondary sources
(e.g., missionary reports) but comes to positive,
rather than negative conclusions. Much
ethnography is cited, especially from Africa and
South America (yet never Europe or Asia), but is
usually second-hand and retrospective (e.g., our
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ancestors ate the neighbors). He does cite
persuasive first-hand data from New Guinea, in
which an ethnologist witnessed consumption, but
it is restricted to ritual cannibalism. Thus Arens,
who is characterized as a "sensation-hungry
journalist," is refuted.

The book is clearly written, and strong (Jl

integration of a wide range of sources. (Although
placentophagia is never mentioned.) Survival
canrubalism is described in careful detail, while
osteological evidence of paleo-eannibalism is
derivative and sparse. There are unexpected
chapters en cannibalism in modem famines (but
the practitioners are restricted to Soviets,
Chinese Communists and Nazis) and in fiction
(Dickens apparently was obsessed). The
material is up-to-date, with over 400 references.
There is a single, minimal index but ro
illustrations.

Clearly, ethnology has not been sufficient to
clarify the topic, and ethology is called for.
Circumstantial, attributional accounts are
inadequate to resolve the competing claims. The
issue of limited observability is not trivial, and
not restricted to cannibalism - how good are the
observational data on masturbation or combat? --
but some opportunities for research still exist.
For any human ethologist seeking to take up the
challenge, Petrinovich's book is a good source for
homework.
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The Mating Mind:
How Sexual Choice Shaped the
Evolution of Human Nature

By Geoffrey F. Miller, Doubleday (2000), 503pp,
US$27.50 (hdbk). ISBN 0385495161

Review by Linda Mealey, Psychology
Department, College of St. Benedict, St. Joseph,
MN 56304 USA

Reading The Matin& Mind (TMM) is very much
like having an extended conversation with
Geoffrey This is a good thing. Having an
extended conversation with Geoffrey is an event
which I value tremendously but which I rarely
get an opportunity to do. Settling for his book in
his stead is a bit frustrating, but well worth the
time.

Actually, I had thought that, having already
read everything Geoffrey has published, I would
find TMM to be a quick read that I could casually
toss onto my increasingly large pile of pop
evolutionary psychology books. I was wrong.
TMM, like its author, is erudite, engaging,
challenging, sometimes a bit off-putting, and
ultimately, extremely enlightening.

The thesis of TMM is derivative of all of
Miller's previous research on cognition, art, sex
differences, mate choice, social display and,
most recently, intelligence. To whit, Miller
postulates that the attributes that we consider to
be so uniquely definitive of what it means to be
human -- appreciation of poetry, art, music,
humor, intelligence, and even morality -- are the
peacock's tail of our species; they exist only
because they were sexually selected, largely via
female mate choice.

Miller's presentation is so compelling that by
the time you are done reading, the thesis wi 11
seem so obvious that you will feel certain that it
was already your belief before reading this book.
Furthermore, you will find it difficult to believe
that it is not the standard way of thinking. Yet
it is not. Every other evolutionary model of
intelligence (and of language, crea ti vity,
morality, etc.) is based on the premise that there
was some survival value for the cognitive
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abilities that eventually led to human
domination of the earth. Miller rejects this basic
premise. Instead, he sees inteiligence- and a II
of its accouterments-- as a correlate, rather than
a cause of, fitness, so that, like the peacock's
tail, it became a status indicator that was
selected through Fisherian "runaway" selection.
We are brilliant, witty and charming because we
appreciate brilliance, wit and charm in
potential mates. There is no need to search for
the survival value" <.>f language or art or
morality- because there is none.

As Darwin did in The Descent of Man and
Selection in Relation to Sex and Daly & Wilson
did in Homicide; Miller relies first and foremost
on observation to make his argument. In this
instance, the observation is that human
intelligence has all the attributes of a sexually
selected trait:' it is expensive, wasteful, and
attractive. It also seems to have exhibited
extraordinary and unexplained bursts in
magnitude over periods of time that were no more
than blinks of the evolutionary eye. How else
can this be explained other than by sexual
selection?

Miller relies on modem evolutionary models
such as the Handicap Principle, signaling
theory, and mutation-selection balance to help to
explain how sexual selection could have brought
us to our present state, but these models are
presented only as explanatory tools to help us to
piece together a huge puzzle; they are not the
puzzle pieces themselves. The puzzle pieces are
otherwise confounding facts of human nature such
as the heritability of intelligence, sex
differences in music, art, and oratorial display,
and a primarily monogam:ms"mating system
that, on the surface, would not seem to promote
runaway sexual selection.

As with any good jigsaw, there are many
puzzle pieces in TMM that seem at first to fi t
together one way, but, after further reflection,
are seen to work better in some other place or
orientation. As I read I found myself constantly
disagreeing with Miller, saying "But what about
____?!" ...only to have my question almost
immediately answered and rebutted. (Indeed,
my frustration with TMM derived from the fact
that so many times I felt like a child whose
parent had stepped in to show Ire how the
puzzle pieces really fit. I then, of course, had to
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resolve my cognitive dissonance by convincing
myself that I had simply been playing Devil's
advocate and knew the right answer all along!).

Of course, the tutorial nature of the book is not
lost upon its author. Nor is the fact that the act
of writing a book is a perfect exemplar of the
very acts of sexual display that are being
discussed. Here, as an example, is the first
paragraph of a section titled "But is it art?"

The fitness display theory of
aesthetics works much better for folk
aesthetics than for elite aesthetics.
Folk aesthetics concerns w ha t
ordinary people find beautiful; elite
aesthetics concerns the objects of art
that highly educated, rich elites
learn are considered worthy of
comment by their peers. With folk
aesthetics, the focus is· on the
viewer's display of the'· creator's
craft. With elite aesthetics" the
focus is on the viewer's response as a
social display.' In response to a
landscape painting, folks might say
"Well, it's a pretty good pictUre of a
cow, but it's a little smudgy," while
elites might say "How lovely to see
Constable's ardent brushwork
challenging the anodyne banality' of
the pastoral genre." The first
response seems a natural expression of
typical human aesthetic tastes
concerning other people's artistic
displays, and the second seems more
of a verbal display in its own right."

Of course, so is Miller's concoction and
presentation of the dialogue. This rather
perverse recursion almost invariably sets the
reader in a mode of oppositional defiance against
the ongoing attempt at intellectual seduction.
But seduced I was, and I am not alone. On the
back cover, three other reviewers whom I greatly
admire also admit to being seduced by TMM:
Nick Humphrey says it is "a brilliant and
seductive book" which will "sweep you off your
feet"; Richard Dawkins says that Miller is "a
beguilingly skilled advocate"; and Helena
Cronin also uses the word "beguiling" (as well as
"elegant", "original" and "lucid"),
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So Miller is seductive and beguiling. But "is it
art" or is he right? I think he is right. I think
he is profoundly right, although I know others
who will strongly disagree. This is a
passionately written book that, like any other
passionate act, will evoke passionate responses.
Love it or hate it, lMM involves the reader in a
conversation about the things that are most
important to us and abOut the very reasons why
they are so important. It is a conversation about
IQ and about penis size; about love and about
politics. It is a conversation that is eminently
scientific, yet eminently feminist. It is a
conversation that is over 100 years old, but is
way ahead of its time. Disturbing though it may
be, it is a conversation worth having.
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Why SexMatters: A Darwinian
Look at Human Behavior

By Bobbi S. Low. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 41 William Street, Princeton,
NJ 08540, USA, 2000, xviii + 412 pp. [Hdbk,
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of Legal Thec>ry, Section of Political Science,
University of Groningen, P.O. Box 716, 9700 AS
Groningen, the Netherlands. E-mail:
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Why are men, like other primate males,
usually the aggressors and risk takers? Bobbi
Low ranges from ancient Rome to modem
America, from the Amazon to the Arctic, and
from single-celled organisms to international
politics to show that these and many other
questions about human behavior largEly corre
down to evolution and sex. More precise-;y, as she
shows in this comprehensive su rvey of
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behavioral and evolutionary ecology, they come
down to the basic principle that all organisms
evolved to maximize their reproductive success
and seek resources to do so.

Low begins by reviewing the
fundamental arguments and assumptions of
behavioral ecology: selfish conflicts of
interests, and the tendency for sexes to reproduce
through different behaviors and strategies (p.
xv). She explains why, in primates, males seek
to spread their genes by devoting extraordinary
efforts to finding mates, while females expend
more effort on parenting: "Other things being
equal, male mammals achieve maximum
reproductive success through expending their
reproductive effort as mating rather than
parental effort, and by expending generalizable
parental effort rather than true offspring-
specific pare-ntal irWestment. Female mammals,
equipped to nurse their young, do best by
producing healthy, viable offspring, optimally
apportioning effort to specific offspring" (p. 280).

Her book presents three themes: "First,
resources are useful in human survival and
reproduction; like other living things, we ha ve
evolved to wrest resources from the environment
for our benefit. Second, the two sexes tend to
differ in how they can use resources most
effectively to accomplice survival and
reproduction. Third, how each sex accomplishes
these ends relies not only (and not obviously) en
differences in genes, but on differences in
environment - there are I'D identified genes
specific for polygyny, for example, but in many
environments the trends for male mammals to
profit from trying to be polygynous are strong" (p.
xiv).

This book has 15 chapters (plus extensive
notes, glossary, references, and name and subject
indexes): 1. Introduction; 2. Racing the red queen:
Selfish genes and their strategies; 3. The ecology
of sex differences; 4. Sex, status, and reproduction
among the apes; 5. Sex, resources, appeara.nce,
and mate choice; 6, Sex, resources, and human
lifetimes; 7. Sex and resource ecology in
traditional and historical cultures; 8. Sex,
resources, and fertility in transition; 9. Nice guys
can win - in social species, anyway; 10. Conflicts,
culture, and natured selection; 11. Sex and
complex coalitions; 12. Politics and reproductive
competition; 13. Sex resources and early warfare;
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14. Societal complexity and the ecology of war;
and 15. Wealth, fertility, and the environment
in future tense. Low skillfully presents the basics
and fundamentals of evolutionary and
behavioral ecology, ultimate and proximate
causation, the origin of anisogamy and sex
differences, differential reproductive strategies,
life history parameters, cooperation and
coalitions, sexual selection and its importance for
the explanation of intergroup conflicts and
warfare. .

The main themes and topics covered in
the book are selfish gene theory, sexual selection
theory, Hamilton's kin selection theory,
parental investment theory, 'red queen' theory,
reciprocity, the evolution of anisogamy, mating
and parental effort, polygyny and the ecology of
human mating systemS (and, surprisingly, its
correlation with pathogen stress), mate choice
strategies and augmentation of sexual signals,
Hfe history theory and parameters, parent-
offspring conflict, differential reproductive
trade-off curves, senescence, sexual divisions of
labor, sex and power in traditional societies,
fertility transitions, the group selection muddle
(Sober & Wilson [1998], in lumping almost a II
interactions as 'group selection,' conflate kin
selection, clade selection, interdemic selection,
and 'cooperator selection,' including reciprocity
and coalitions), Machiavellian intelligence and
logical fallacies, male coalitions as reproductive
strategy, female coalitions as parental effort,
the rarity of worren as major political figures,
politics and war as outcomes of highly
developed coalitions, intergroup conflict in
(some) other species, and the demographic
transi tion.

She introduces the concept of 'phenotypic
gambit': "By using the phenotypic gambit, we
assume that when we look at behavior, we are
seeing the result of gene-environment interactions
over time, and that the most rorrunm behaviors
in an environment are working well compared to
available alternatives" (p. 13). Low relies m
'life history theory' and behavioral ecology.
"Life histories - the lifelong patterns of
maturation, courtship, reproduction, and death
in any species - are the outcome of competing costs
and benefits of different activities at any point
in the life cycle. ...It is a subset of natural
selection theory, and shares the same logic: i t
argues that the characteristics we see represent
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trade-of;s in allocation of effort (energy and
risk) between survival and current reproduction;
between current versus future reproduction; and,
within current reproduction, among offspring of
different sex, size, and number. As in any zero-
smn game, an organism's effort spent in one
endeavor cannot be spent in another" (p. 277).

Behavioral ecology is based, in brief, m
the following assumptions: 0) Organisms are
generally well suited to the environments in
which they live; (2) Only heritable variation is
appropriately considered in testing predictions
about changes in gene frequencies over time; (3)
Organisms that are more efficient in getting
resources in any environment will survive and
reproduce better than others; (4) No organism,
including humans, has evolved to perceive or
assess directly the spread of genes; rather,
organisms behave as though these proximate
correlates were their goal; (5) In their 'deep'
objectives - in what we evolved to do - humans
are not qualitatively different from other living
organisms.

Why Sex Matters is an important book.
It reflects a wealth of knowledge and expertise
in a broad spectrum of disciplines: evolutionary
biology and sociobiology, human ethology and
behavioral ecology, life history theory,
primatology, sociology and anthropology; it is
biobehavioral science at its best; a synthesis 25
years after Wilson's monumental synthesis. low
claims this to be 'novel' approach, but that seems
to be valid only for those who have never heard
of Charles Darwin, William James, Ronald
Fisher, John Haldane, George Williams,
William Hamilton, Michael Ghiselin, Irenaus
Eibl-Eibesfeldt, Edward Wilson, Robert Trivers,
Richard Dawkins, Richard Alexander, John
Maynard Smith, and all the other pioneers who
have promoted aI) evolutionary approach to
(human) behavior.

What else did I find troublesome? It has
too much recycled material and too much
academese. Also, too much is omitted, especially
the more problematic, unpleasant, and violent
aspects of the 'battle of the sexes'. For example,
low (deliberately?) avoids rape Crape' did not
even make into the index), sexual coercion and
sexual predation, sexual jealousy and mate
guarding, though she mentions clitoridectomy as
a male control strategy in passim (p. 84, 86), as
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well as massive rape as a concomitant of warfare
(p. 241). Also the extensive literature m
behavioral and other sex differences (especially
aggressive and sexual behavior), recently
competently reviewed by Geary (1998) and
Mealey (2000), is hardly touched upon. or
casually treated. 'The battle of the sexes IS 10
Low's work (p. 185) only a tame game.

Those who are familiar with Low's
publications will not find much that is new in
this book: it is mainly a recycling of older
publications and papers, sometimes with some
more recent references added. Low's important
chapter 'An evolutionary perspective on lethal
conflict' (1993) has been improved little if at a II
and still uses the same arguments and criticisms I
hardly found convincing when I examined
ideas in my Origin of War (1995). She agam
attacks Tooby & Cosmides' (1988) 'Darwinian
algorithms' argument governing coalition
formation and warfare (219-220).

Low hopes to "reach scholars in the
traditional human disciplines with concepts
that may be new and tantalizing to them" (p.
xvi). But I doubt whether presenting the figures
showing disruptive selection leading to
anisogamy and bimodal gamete size distribution
(p. 40) and the reproductive payoff
males and females (p. 42) right at the beginrung
of the book will lead to many Aha-Erlebnis-
experiences in an average
scientist without former education 10

evolutionary biology.

This leads me to my final point of
critique: throughout the book it is unclear what
audience Low is addressing. For many of those
whom she is trying to reach, this book is simply
too difficult and too elusive: it requires many
hours of devoted reading, absorbing and digesting
- hardly a favorite pastime for amateurs. This is
only partly a matter of the sometimes terse,
academic style. Compared to Low's book, the
introductory text by Linda Mealey (2000) is a
monument of clarity and lucidity. Almost
paradoxically, although Low's suggests
profundity, the contents. sor:netimes. seem
superficial and shallow (the mevltable pnce one
has to pay for a panoramic perspective?). Low's
book is, unfortunately, not the introductory
textbook and accessible survey for laypersons she
had hoped it to be. This final remark does not
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belittle the many merits and qualities of Low's
fine book.
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Two Sisters and Their Mother:
The Anthropology of Incest

By Francoise Heritier (translated by Jeanine
Herman), New York, NY: Zone Books. ISBN 0-
942299-33-7 (cloth); $28.00; 341 pages.

Reviewed by Wade C. Mackey, Anthropology
Department, Tomball College, Tomball, Texas
77375. E-mail: WADDMAC@aoI.com

For most readers, this is not a book about
incest. To wit, Heritier writes: "For most people
today, incest involves opposite-sex partners who
are close blood relations or relatives by
marriage... but incest can also occur between a
man and his wife's sister or his brother's wife
and so forthO. The aim of this book is to
establish the existence of a form of incest which
for lack of a better term, I call incest of the second
type (as opposed to incest of the first type,
which is the usual but overly narrow defini tion
of incest)" (p. 10). Her use of "incest" is at odds
with The Dictionary of Anthropology (Barfield,
1997) which restricts "incest" to "sex...between
close kin". Heritier argues: "The fundamental
criterion of incest is the contact between identical
bodily fluids" (p. 11), and that the degree of
consanguinity between any two people is but one
way to evaluate the existence of incest.

The theory is proffered that natives of
various tribes believe that the "contact between
identical bodily fluids" is dangerous to the
health and well being of the participants as
well as to that of the commonweal. This belief
and the relevant "incest taboo" to prevent such
contact are then woven into the myth and
symboling structure of the society. Which fluids
are targeted and which categories of individuals
are the focus of the myth system vary across
societies. That is, the "danger from the contact
of identical fluids" is viewed as thematic, but
the specifics are highly variable across cultural
boundaries.

The bulk of the book is devoted to a litany of
cultural examples, viz. the Hittites, the Greeks,
Christianity, Islam, Judaism, the Sarno. These
examples are very carefully spelled out with
charts and extended analysis. In sum, the book is
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about sexual prohibitions in several cultures
(most of which are Circum-Mediterranean). The
prohibitions are analyzed within the myth
systems of the various cultures.

Why such a contact of identical fluids would
be considered at all dangerous to anyone or to any
society is not of interest to the author and is not
explored. Neither are the theme's origin and
maintenance, over and beyond cultural inertia.
There is minimal effort to compare and contrast
Heritier's concept of "incest" with more
conventional views of incest. Heritier does
write: "I think that it can be shown that if incest
of the second type is not the very foundation of
incest of the first type, it nevertheless provides
the only coherent anthropological explanation
for it. It also explains why other unions - wi th
milk kin and god-parents, for example - are
prohibited as incestuous" (p. 265).

The book is in the tradition of French
Structuralism and of Claude Levi-Strauss to
whom the book is dedicated. French
Structuralism is not unlike Freudian psychology
in that testability and refutation are neither
sought nor given much credence. One either
accepts the tenets or not. Once the tenets are in
place, then the further work to be done is
deductive in character.

Value of the book to ethology. Given its
indifference to incest between "blood" or
consanguine relatives, the book has limited
appeal to our discipline. However, it does
profile a rather different paradigm; namely, the
symbolizing or myth system of a society that
drives human behavior. The "bio-" part of bio-
cultural evolution is simply not considered. If one
of our nwnber wanted an example of the loyal
opposition, then this book will suffice nicely. In
addition, if one is interested in the "sexual
prohibitions" ("incest" really is the wrong word)
in the cultural examples, then this is an
informative book. The examples that are given
are analyzed with a fine-grained filter. Thus,
the book offers an insight into those
anthropologists who are insulated from bio-
cultural theory/data and gives ethnographic
insight into the symbolizing systems of a variety
of cultures.

Problems with the book. Either the author
enjoyed complicated syntax or the translator of
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the book from French to English was not
conversant in one or the other language. The book
is not an easy read. On occasions, it is simply
difficult to follow.

Literary examples infuse the beginning and
end of the book. For example, most of Chapter 9
is devoted to analysis of a fictional novel plus an
analysis of Woody Allen's marriage to Soon Yi
Previn. Neither of these efforts strengthens the
book. A glossary is provided; an index would
have been useful
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Bulletin Submissions

All items of interest to ISHE members are
welcome: Society Matters; articles; replies to
articles; suggestions; announcements of meetings,
journals or professional societies; etc. These sorts
of submission should be sent to the editor. Book
review inquiries should go to the book review
editor. All submissions should be in English,
and sent to the appropriate editor via e-mail, as
an attachment in order to maintain formatting.
Tf e-mail is impossible, hard copies will be
accepted, as long as they are accompanied by the
same text on diskette (preferably in Microsoft
Word version 6.0 or earlier). Shorter reviews are
desirable (less than 1000 words). Please include
complete references for all publications cited.
For book reviews, please include publisher's
mailing address and the price of hardback and
paperback editions.

Submissions are usually reviewed only by the
editorial staff. However, some submissions are
rejected. Political censorship is avoided, so as to
foster free and creative exchange of ideas among
scholars. The fact that material appears in the
newsletter l1ever implies the truth of those
ideas, ISHE's endorsement of them, or support for
any of them.


